
Multi-bunch Crossing Instability
• ∆±

k ≡ vertical offset
of k-th e± bunch at IP

• Evolution of ∆k = ∆+
k − ∆−

k is

∆k = C
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i=1
F(∆k−i) + ∆k,0,
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m: number of encounters in IR region

All m bunches equally contribute
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by Yokoya

Horizontal Crossing Angle
Necessary only at warm machines



IR: Crossing Angle Issue
K.Yokoya

50 vs 16 fs 1.8 vs 0.6
at L*=3.5m
(Δyo=0.5σy)

7 mrad                 vs                  20 mrad



IR: 7 mrad Crossing Angle
K.Yokoya

7 mrad

60% of Lo
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Ground motion at the Future JLC detector may affect beam alignment and
cause huge luminosity loss. The FEATHER (FEedback AT High Energy

Requirements) project addresses this problem by designing a fast
intra-pulse feedback system that will correct the observed beam offset.

1 Need for a fast feed-
back system

Ground motion arises from both natural
and human activities. At frequencies higher
than a few tens of hertz most of the motion
comes from “cultural noise” (ie. human ac-
tivities). At these frequencies the ampli-
tude of the ground motion, a few nanome-
ters, is comparable to the vertical beam
size proposed for the JLC. This means that
beams may be misaligned, leading to loss
of luminosity (see figure 1) and poorer per-
formances for the collider. The effects of
beam misalignment have been studied us-
ing CAIN [1].

This problem will partly be addressed
during the site selection (see [2]) but it is
unavoidable that some noise will remain (at
least the noise arising from the accelerator
operation). The figure 2 shows the accept-
able noise amplitude for various frequency
range.

Ground motion will also be reduced by
various mechanical device, but in the high
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Figure 1: Fraction of
the total luminosity
lost as a function of
the vertical offset of
the beams at the in-
teraction point. The
horizontal unit, σy, is
the vertical size of the
beam (a few nanome-
ters).

frequency region, an active device is needed
to completely correct the beam misalign-
ment. This is the purpose of the fast feed-
back system proposed by the FEATHER
(FEedback AT High Energy Requirement)
collaboration [3].

2 Different models of
fast feedback system

As the beam travels at the speed of the
light, it is not possible to use the position
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CAIN calculation by N.Delerue

Luminosity loss
due to  offset

The offset must be corrected by Fast Feedback !


